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C H RO M I A E X P E R I M E N TA L P L AT F O R M

CHIP Facility

[IODINE CHEMISTRY IN THE PRIMARY SYSTEM]
Enhancing Nuclear Safety

The CHIP facility reproduces the thermohydraulic and chemical conditions of the primary system
during a core meltdown accident in a light water reactor. The homogeneous and heterogeneous
chemical reactions that occur when iodine is being transported from the damaged reactor core to
the reactor containment are studied in prototypic severe accident conditions. The experimental
results are used to improve the severe accident calculation software (ASTEC), and hence to
assess the quantity of iodine likely to be released into the environment (source term).

View of the CHIP facility

Test objectives
The tests aim at quantifying the fraction of iodine in volatile form present in the primary system for chemical
systems typically found in reactor configurations. Studying the speciation of aerosols produced in the CHIP
facility can also be used to provide important information on molecular forms of iodine in condensed form in
the primary system.

The device consists of:
- Several generators of chemical species in vapour or gas form (I2, H2/H2O,
Cs, B, Mo, Cd, etc.).
- A heating line that can raise the various reagents to a temperature
between 1500°C and 1600°C. This temperature corresponds to those
found in the top part of the core during meltdown.
- A transport line made of the same material as the primary system with
two sampling systems:
• A high-temperature sample of 700 to 900°C for studying hot-leg breaks.
• A lower-temperature sample (about 150°C) studying cold-leg breaks.
The parameters studied are the temperature at the sampling points,
the chemical reagent concentrations, and the time in the system. They
are typical of the ranges covered in accident conditions in the primary
system of a light water reactor. The pressure in the CHIP facility is the
same as that in the primary system in the event of a signiﬁcant break (of
around 2 bar absolute).
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Experimental device and test conditions

